Champion of Free Press Asks Investigation of ‘Idea Market’

We must overcome the stigma of our stereotyped image.

Frustration Gets Outlet

Students Let Go Their Pet Peeves, Gripes
About GS, Professors, Weeds in Woods

To Give Final Concert Today

High School musicians attending the Music and Youth as a function of the University Galleries will present the final concert of their two-week workshop at 7:30 p.m. today in the University Center Ballroom.

The concert, which is open to the public, will be conducted by James Barnes of the Indiana State Teachers College and Daniel Lipkin, director of the Homewood Floostores High School for Home- and Homeless Students, Elgin High School.

The concert will conduct the orchestra in music by Dowarak, Crig, Delius, Tchaikovsky and Rimsky-Korsakov. Rodby will conduct the chorus in selections by Wagner, Barber, Bartok, and Allen Sherman.

Robert Knudson of Webster Groves, Mo., will be the narrator for “The Blessing of Aaron,” a number for chorus and speaker by Ramsey. Rodby will conduct the premiere of his own “All Earth Be Glad,” which will be assisted by the MYS Brass Ensemble.

The band under the direction of Steensland will close the program with selections by Sousa: Handel, Chance, Gould, Berlioz and a favorite summer-time circus march, “Thunder in the Blazes.”

The PSO pre-college students from a five-state area who have been on Southern Campus for this workshop have had a full two weeks of rehearsals and classes. They have also enjoyed a recreation program. Mel Siener has coordinated the workshop. To begin with, he is annoyed with “people who misunderstand Barry Goldwater and his principles.”

Another pet peeve of his is “instructors who, after putting in office hours, cannot be found in their offices at the stated hours.”

Parents, families, and mothers in particular are often a source of frustration to people. A sophomore from Carbondale seems to agree. “I’m not going to the school that could be classified as controversial. He also was critical of the lack of television on matters of public interest.

He asked: “How do the electronic oligarchs really know the people want? What would the people want if they had a chance to vote?”

He expressed his concern over the organization of the corporation that will control the Federal communication satellite system. Control of the satellite, he said, will pass to private interests because the diffused small stockholders will not be able effectively to elect their members.
New Role for Husbands

Male Chefs Flourish in Summer With Burnt Hot Dogs, Raw Meat

By Larry Widrig

Hot summer days in Southern Illinois cause many SIU students outside for recreation—and meals.

As the family pushed through the door to get away from the heat of cooking inside, a new cook emerged. Dressed in a white apron and chef’s cap, the American male assumes a new role in his family. He is thus not only the breadwinner but also the meal maker.

With the same self-confidence with which he meets every problem, this new chef will attempt to turn the bright red meat into a mouth-watering meal. Equipped with only a barbecue grill, briquets and fire starter, the new outdoor chef will prove to be good at cooking.

“Last year, our family was camping in the woods. We had put the steaks on the fire. Burnt hot dogs were the only result,“ says Mrs. Camp, a native of Carbondale. “It was a terrible cook and we've got to figure out a way to get him to do it better this year." Mrs. Camp added.

“The only time we cooked outside," Mrs. Rude says, "we got a phone call from our landlord about a leak after we had put the steaks on the fire. She was worried about us burning the house down," Mrs. Rude continued.

“Once I explained to her that my husband was in complete control of the situation, but this only made her more nervous," Mrs. Rude said. "I explained to her we were feet from the house and that we had a gallon hose handy if a fire did start. But she still insisted that we were endangering our house, so we ended up having half-done steaks that night. Consequently, I know my husband can cook half-done steaks," Mrs. Rude stated.

“I like it when my husband cooks outside," says Mrs. Leonard Thies, another student wife. "It gives me a break to do other things while he tends the meat on the grill," she added.

"If he does a good job of cooking the meat," says Mrs. Thies, "Now if I could only figure out a way to get him to cook indoors also, I'd have it made," Mrs. Thies added.

Mrs. James Lemons says when her husband cooks outside, it gives him a feeling of accomplishment. "While he has the meat going," Mrs. Lemons says, "I have time to fix the other food for our meal. Now, if I could only convince with some magic words which would get him to help clean up after the meal was over, I'd have it made," Mrs. Lemons added.

Mr. James Lemons says he is a good cook as well as a good barbecuer, his wife says. "My husband is a good cook, that is, if you like raw hamburger and burnt hot dogs," says Mr. Lemons.

Mrs. Rude says, "When he cooks outside, he's a better cook than I am. However, being Polish, he does have the tendency sometimes to add too much garlic, onions, green peppers, black peppers, chili peppers and other peppers. His meals aren't followed by dessert, only a good case of heartburn," Mrs. Rude adds.

"We used to cook outside once," says Mrs. Allen Rude, wife of another SIU student. "We haven't got that feeling this year, but a barbecue, my husband is a terrible cook and my daughter got a nervous laddy," "The only time we cooked outside," Mrs. Rude says, "we got a phone call from our landlord after we had put the steaks on the fire. She was worried about us burning the house down," Mrs. Rude continued.

The School of Agriculture will hold its annual Test Farm Tour Aug. 12. The program will include tours and discussions at Southern’s Dairy Test Farm and Steer-Hog Test Farm.

The Dairy Test Farm has been in operation for five years. It now consists of a 129-cow herd and 257 acres of land. During this part of the tour the history of the dairy herd and the farm’s program, feeding system, cropping program and records will be discussed.

K. Bliss Roper, operator of the farm, will answer questions. Couples that take the tour will be at the Steer-Hog Test Farm. This farm has been in operation for seven years. It now consists of 80 brood sows and 130 acres of cropland. The farm annually finishes for market 100 to 150 steers that are purchased as feeder stock.

Feed contracting, the beef feeding program, a new confinement swine building, the hog farrowing set-up, and test farm labor-share contracts will be discussed, Harold Fryers, operator of the farm, also will join in the discussion.

Registration will be at 8:30 a.m. in the SIU Agriculture Building. The school’s Agricultural Industries Department and the Lincoln Farm Bureau Farm Management Association will co-sponsor the tour.
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Ogur Will Present Paper at Meeting

Maurice Ogur, chairman of the Microbiology Department, will read a paper at the Sixth International Congress of Bloomsbury to be held in New York from July 27 to Aug. 1.

The paper is based on a research program supported by the American Cancer Society in which Ogur, his wife and two assistants, Lowell Coker and Al Roshanamahesh, have been engaged.

Last year, Ogur discussed some phases of this work at an international meeting in France and at the International Congress of Genetics at the Hague, Netherlands.

Levinsohn Receives Two-Year Grant

Peter Levinsohn, associate professor of psychology, has received a two-year, $11,339 grant from the Southern Illinois University Department of Mental Patahes.

Levinsohn, a native of Berlin who received his Ph.D. degree from Johns Hopkins University, joined the department last year. He previously taught at the Lurie D. Carter Hospital in Indianapolis.
Dance, Play, Movie
Scheduled Tonight

Saturday
ACT Testing, Muckelroy Auditorium, 8 a.m. to noon. Bus to St. Louis, for the Cardinals-Mets game, leaves the University Center at 10 a.m.
Socialist Discussion Club meeting, Room F of the University Center, 3 p.m. Iranian Students meeting, Ag Seminar Room, 6 p.m.
Movie Hours: "East Side, West Side," Farr Auditorium, 8 p.m.
"The Millionaires," presented by the Southern Players, 8 p.m. in the Playhouse.
Daisy Mae Leap Year Party, Roman Room of the University Center, 8:30 p.m. to midnight.

Sunday
Philosophical Picnic, at the Dome, 5 p.m. Willis Moore, professor of philosophy, will lead the discussion; hot dogs and lemonade will be served.
Student Nonviolent Freedom Committee meeting, Room D of the University Center, 6 p.m.
"The Millionaires," presented by the Southern Players, 8 p.m. in the Playhouse.
Freshman Testing, Room D of the University Center, 7:30 a.m. to noon.
Tripe and Tours Committee meeting, Room F of the University Center, 9:30 a.m.
Home Economics Graduate Club's Annual Graduate Home Economics Group Picnic, at the Domes, 4 to 9 p.m.
Communications and Display Committee meeting, Room F of the University Center, 4 p.m.

Dirksen Interview, Discussion About Senate
To Be Heard at 8 Tonight on WSIU Radio
Patricia Marx will interview Sen. Everett Dirksen and discuss the U.S. Senate at 8 p.m. today on WSIU Radio.
Other programs:
1 p.m. News Report.
6 p.m. Music in the Air.
7 p.m. Overseas Assignment.
8:30 p.m. Saturday Night Dance Party.
10:30 p.m. News Report.

Sunrise
Verdi's "Aida" will be featured at 8 p.m.
Other programs:
1:05 p.m. Salt Lake City Choir.
2 p.m. Music for Sunday Afternoon, Monday.
Flashbacks in History will feature "The Sicilian Vespers," 8:15 p.m.
Other programs:
3:30 p.m. Concert Hall: "Concerto Grosso in D Minor," Kohn, "Symphony No. 1," Dello, "Over the Hills and Far Away.''
Percy Challenges Goldwater Remark

SAN FRANCISCO--Charles H. Percy, Republican candidate for governor of Illinois, disagreed Friday with President Johnson's statement that "extremism in the defense of liberty is no vice."

Percy told a news conference that the situation there in Chicago was a "mess of great importance." He added that the Republican governor was my personal vote against the civil rights bill.

The candidate chairman of the Illinois Republican party, President Johnson said that his party's ticket was "not my personal vote against the civil rights bill."

Percy said that the situation in Chicago was "serious and frightening," and that the defense of liberty is not a vice.

In Chicago, Mrs. Mary E. Miller, a member of the Cook County Democratic Central Committee, said that the situation there was much the same.

CONVICTED WIFE KILLER SHEPPARD RELEASED PENDING HEARING

COLUMBUS, Ohio -- Convicted wife slayer Dr. Sam Sheppard, accompanied by his fiancee and an attorney, took off in an automobile from a Columbus motel Friday -- destination unknown.

The circular march was arranged by mail, according to a friend of Dr. Sheppard.

The lieutenant said the lieutenant in charge of the Ohio Penitentiary.

The lieutenant said the lieutenant in charge of the Ohio Penitentiary.

The lieutenant said the lieutenant in charge of the Ohio Penitentiary.

In Chicago, Mrs. Mary E. Miller, a member of the Cook County Democratic Central Committee, said that the situation there was much the same.

DENHAM'S
410 S. Illini
Carbondale, Ill.

DRY CLEANERS

36th Anniversary

Dress up with a Pipe

A style to suit your face...

The finer quality to suit your taste...

Better pipes in all price ranges...

PRICED TO CREATE A RIOT

Women's All White Tapered Toe Tennis Oxfords

Buy for all around summer wear - all with cushioned insole.

Dress up with a Pipe

A style to suit your face...

The finer quality to suit your taste...

Better pipes in all price ranges...
Led SIU in Hitting

Outfielder Kent Collins Named to All-America

SIU's hard-hitting outfielder, Kent Collins, has been named to the 1964 College Division All-America baseball team. Collins, an Albion junior playing his first season at SIU, was Southern's leading hitter this spring with a .381 batting average and was a key factor in the Saluki sweep of the NCAA college division regional tournament.

The price for this high standard of living and care is that the animals avail themselves for research experiments whenever needed.

Fish and frogs in the Zoology Department are kept under heavy-duty refrigerators, and like the mice enjoy good food and care.

However, in drawers next to the refrigerators, are sharp knives and glaring microscopes, all ready to be used.

The science departments are limited in the kinds of animals they can use because of anti-vivisectionist regulations.

"We only use members of the rodent family," Gass said.

Mice and rats are used most often. The researchers also use guinea pigs, toads, frogs and fish. Of course there are also beetles, flies and other small animals.

Probe of 'Idea Market' Asked

(Continued from Page 1)

bers of the board of directors, he said.

This will mean, according to Ernst, that another small handful will decide what the world shall see of the U.S. and the U.S. of the world. Ernst told the editors that the weekly newspapers serve as the First Amendment's vehicle for the market place of ideas. It preserves the community and it conveys opinion including the right to be wrong, he said.

Some 300 persons attended the dinner.

The International Conference's annual meeting, which was attended by editors and publishers from dozens of states, Canada and Ireland, ended Friday. Headquarters for the organization is at the SIU Department of Journalism.

Promising Athlete Leaves University

Ted Sweatt, a highly-regarded Indiana basketball prospect who enrolled at SIU for the summer quarter, has dropped out of school.

According to Saluki Coach Jack Hartman, the 6-4 forward and prep track star, returned to his home in Terre Haute, Ind., for personal reasons.

Sweatt was considered to be the top high school basketball player to enroll at Southern this year.
Goldwater Gives Voters Long-Lost 'Clear Choice'

Campaign Will Put Basic Issues to Test

By James Marlow

AP News Analyst

SAN FRANCISCO—The Republican party under conservative Sen. Barry Goldwater now begins a presidential campaign that is unique in the 20th century and will be remembered for generations.

The four-year convention that made Goldwater the party's candidate against the Democrats' President John F. Kennedy in 1960 was a foregone conclusion, the implications were non-existent.

This 1964 campaign will be vastly different from the kind the Republicans have waged for decades. Previous ones hardly were more than a facade of federal power and vitality.

But Goldwater wants to return to some aspects of the past. In his acceptance speech he said, "We must and we shall re...

And, as he has said before, he would diminish both the role and the power of the federal government. He said:

"The Republicans define government's role, where needed, at many levels, preferably the one closest to the people involved. Our towns and cities, our countries and states, and only then the national government."

"That is the ladder of liberty built by decentralized power. On it also we must have balance between bureaucracies of government on every level."

Never once in his speech did he say a word about what he thinks should be done on civil rights for Negroes although, because of this vote last month against the Johnston-sponsored civil rights bill, this will be a major issue in the campaign.

"It is hard to believe this will not be one of the roughest campaigns in this century—perhaps the toughest.

Less than two weeks ago Goldwater said one of the main issues of the campaign would be the "scandal hanging over the White House."

Two nights ago, discussing Johnson's role in civil rights, Goldwater called him a faker and a phony.

"Thus for years voters have have..."

At this moment it is impossible to know how much appeal Goldwater will have to the many voters, or even to liberal Republicans, although it appears he will be..."

In the past, at least back to 1940, the two parties have looked pretty much alike, except for semantic hair-splitting on issues that looked far more real.

Thus for years voters have not been given a clear choice between liberal and highly conservative parties. They'll get that chance this year.

But many political commentators say Goldwater would never have won the nomination. If the GOP moderates had not made such a last-ditch effort to maintain control of the party.

Seemingly before the moderates realized it, the Goldwater forces had quietly built up an organization entirely capable of controlling the convention in San Francisco, New York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, the heavy favorite for the 1964 nomination back in 1962, divorced his wife and renounced his senatorial seat to join the campaign.
Weekly Newspaper Editors
Confer on Mutual Problems

Photos By Joe Rehman

WEIMAR JONES (CENTER) OF THE FRANKLIN (N.C.) PRESS ENTERTAINS OTHER EDITORS WITH A STORY DURING A BREAK IN THE CONFERENCE AT PERE MARQUETTE STATE PARK.

NEW PRESIDENT — Howe V. Morgan (right), publisher of the Sparta (Ill.) News-Enterprise and retiring president of the International Conference of Weekly Newspaper editors presented the medallion of office to the new president, Landon Wills of the McLean County News, Calhoun, Ky.

MORRIS L. ERNST, NEW YORK ATTORNEY, SPOKE AT THE CONFERENCE DINNER.

LIAM BERGIN (LEFT), EDITOR OF THE NATIONALIST, CARLOW, IRELAND, AND THE REV. THOMAS HEDERSON OF THE ST. LOUIS REVIEW.

HOWARD R. LONG (RIGHT), EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF THE CONFERENCE, CHATS WITH ABDULLA THUR, DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF YEMEN.

CONFERENCE PRESIDENT WILLS AND RETIRING PRESIDENT MORGAN PRESENT THE GOLDEN QUILL EDITORIAL AWARD TO MRS. T.M.B. HICKS OF THE DALLAS (PA.) POST.

CHARLES EDWARD BOUNDS, CHAIRMAN OF THE DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA, SERVED AS JUDGE IN THE GOLDEN QUILL EDITORIAL CONTEST. HE'S SHOWN HERE WITH MRS. BOUNDS.
The Workshop Journal

\textbf{Shoppers Enact Play Excerpts}

Thirteen high school theater students, training in acting with emphasis on performance, presented scenes from great plays Thursday evening, July 16, in Furr Auditorium.

Those scenes presented were:

1. Of Mice and Men—directed by Mr. Charles Bertram; Lenzie—Steve Ruben; George—Douglas Drenk.
2. The Mad Woman of Chaillot—directed by Mr. Ken Plekskey; Countess Aurelia—Ann Hamilton; Gabrielle—Jackie Chamilon; Comtesse—Jane Aten.
3. Aesnic and Old Lace—directed by Mrs. Beverly Cook; Mortimer—Douglas Drenk; Abby—Donna Mankey; Martha—Linda Thornton.
4. The Taming of the Shrew—directed by Mr. Charles Zoeckler; Aunt Hattle—Jean Zoeckler; Wheeler; Niece—Donna Mankey; Aunt Hattle—Jean Zoeckler.

\textbf{Modern Modes Materialize}

\textbf{Time Changes SIU; 50-Year Growth Seen}

Being on the modern SIU campus, one would find it hard to imagine what it was like 50 years ago. Change has been apparent from student dress to nine-story glass and brick buildings that dot this complex college community.

First of all, the area of enrollment has changed greatly. In an address that President Parkinson made on April 5, 1909, he stated with pride that the enrollment of the college as of that day stood at 328. He had to add in a subdued voice, "including those in high school."

Cardohle's on-campus enrollment will soon be 40 times that number, "not including those in high school."

The campus itself has expanded, in the last 50 years. On what was once a cow pasture enclosed with a fence, now stands University School.

\textbf{SIU Conservation Workshop Extended}

A two-week high school workshop in conservation, initiated by Mr. Dan Miller, associate professor of geology at SIU's Little Grassy Lake camp, was extended to six weeks this year. It began on June 28 and will continue to Aug. 7.

The faculty members brought their cows to the pasture and then returned to drive them home at milking time.

Part of the campus included a farm. The first ornithology class of four boys and four girls were warned not to tramp on the crops. The general consensus seems to be that even among college students are only high school seniors, they should "grow up" for the sake of the crops and follow the college students' examples.

Planners believe that the college students would receive some attention from high schoolers in the role of "campus cats."

One trend seems to be that they should carry the responsibility of cleanliness which they go along with college life; but, at the same time, they would like to have fun in the way that will be most enjoyed as a group.

Some students, however, should not try to use college students' attitudes or dressing habits. If they want to be neat, they should wear their hair straight in order to look like some of the students are around them.

Such affectations neither enhance students' personalities nor impress those around them.

Acting natural is one of the best assets students can have.

\textbf{Tinkling of Bells Attracts Workshop Girls from Dorms}

The only boy on campus who can ring a bell and bring a hundred girls running after him is Jim "the sandwich man."

Upon hearing the tinkle of a bell each evening around 10, workshop girls can be seen tripping down dorm steps in pajamas, robes and curlers with cold cream on their faces, as they race through the halls running to purchase sandwiches while they turn their hot dinner time with a cry which is quickly becoming familiar, "Oh, Jim's a sandwich!"

Jim offers the girls a selection of sandwiches, Danish pastries and drinks, all remarkably packed in Jim's clever bicycle-case.